FLEET MANAGEMENT

EROAD ASSET TRACKER
EROAD Asset Tracker is an ultra-small, waterproof,
satellite-ready tracking device, which accurately tracks
and monitors mobile assets, wherever they are located,
and provides a daily location update.
Protect your valuable mobile assets
You need to be confident you can keep track of your
mobile assets and protect them, even when they are out
of cellular coverage.
Track all of your assets in one place with EROAD Asset
Tracker, an ultra-small, waterproof, satellite-ready
tracking device. It accurately tracks and monitors trailers,
generators, and other mobile assets, wherever they are
located.
A combination of ultra-small size and long-life battery
makes Asset Tracker easy to mount to any asset, enabling
you to monitor it at all times.

KEY BENEFITS
Keep your assets covered Tracks any
mobile asset, anywhere in the world,
using the satellite network, so you never
have to worry about coverage
Built for all environments Reliable,
robust, waterproof device with one-year
battery life can be mounted to any asset
to ensure monitoring in any environment
Easy install Asset Tracker is fast
and easy to install, with no wiring
requirements
See all your assets at once EROAD
web application, Depot, provides
comprehensive view of your assets in
one place
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KEY FEATURES

›› Reliable one location update per
day

›› Monitor the asset within Depot
web application

›› Receive geofence entry and exit
notifications during movements

›› Suitable for all outdoor conditions
with IP68 (ingress protection
rating)

›› Enjoy a long battery life with
hassle-free maintenance

›› Easy installation and ultra-small
size allows for fast setup

One end-to-end solution
EROAD puts everything at your fingertips, saving you time and effort at every turn. You can rely on EROAD’s
powerful set of tools to take control of your RUC compliance, health and safety, and fleet management, helping
you efficiently utilise your capital and reduce the costs associated with fleet operations and management.
EROAD offers a complete suite of user-friendly compliance and telematics solutions, including driver safety tools
and reports, vehicle maintenance, and fuel and fleet utilisation reporting. EROAD’s independently proven, secure
platform guarantees accurate data that you can rely on to provide insight and competitive advantage.

See www.eroad.co.nz/products, or call 0800 4 EROAD for more information.

